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Barkmate Supreme Citronella Spray Bark N Train Collar 
 

The Barkmate Supreme Citronella Spray Bark N Train collar is a safe, humane and effective way for 
everyday dog training and anti barking by delivering a short spray of harmless citronella gas towards dog’s 
lower jaw. 
 
Features: 

• Suitable for sensitive dogs from 5kg & Up 
• Collar Built in Rechargeable Lithium battery 
• Transmitter operated by 2 x AAA battery 
• Water resistant/weatherproof system 
• Low battery and spray indicator 
• Collar On/Off indicator 
• Approximately 30-40 sprays per refill 

 
Remote Training 

• Range up to 150 metres 
• Short and Long spray 
• Low and high warning beep 
• Expandable to train up to 2 dogs with one remote 
• Dog Collar selector with LED indicator 

 
Anti Bark Collar 

• Built in bark/spray counter 
• Low, Medium and High Bark sensitivity setting 
• Warning tone prior to spray correction 

 
 
Transmitter 

 

High Tone 

Red LED/Dog 1 Indicator 

Low Tone 
 

Short Spray 

Green LED/Dog 2 Indicator 

Long Spray 

Dog 1 Selector Button Dog 2 
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Red LED Indicater: When pressing Short Spray/Long Spray/Low one/High Tone button, if the Red LED 
flashes once, it means Dog 1 has been selected. The LED light will also flashes red in every few seconds to 
indicate the battery in Transmitter is low. 
Green LED: When pressing Short Spray/Long Spray/Low one/High Tone button, if the Green LED flashes 
once, it means Dog 2 has been selected. 
Dog 1 button: Press the button once to switch to dog 1. (Red LED light should flash once) 
Dog 2 button: Press the button once to switch to dog 2. (Green LED light should flash once) 
Short Spray button: Emits short one second spray 
Long Spray button:  Emits a double amount one second spray 
Low Beep button: Emits single low volume beep 
High Beep button: Emits single high pitch beep 
 
Receiver Collar 

 

 
 

 
 
Spray Nozzle: From where the spray is ejected when the collar is activated 
Microphone Bark Sensor: Detects dog’s barking 
Refill Port: Spray refill port 
Two Colour LED Light: Green and Red LED lights to indicate Battery status and Low spray warning 
 

 Two Colour LED Light  
Collar On/Good 
Battery 

Green LED flashes once every 5 
seconds 

Low Battery  Red LED flashes once every second 
Low Spray  Red LED flashes once every 5 

seconds 
While Charging the 
Collar 

Red LED will be on 

Spray Nozzle 

2 Colour LED Light 
Battery and Spray 
indicator 
 

Blue LED Indicator 
Indicates the sensitivity settings 
Low, Medium and High.

Microphone Bark Sensor 

Mini USB Collar Charging Port 
Citronella Spray Refill Nozzle 

On/Off button  
Collar On/Off button and Bark sensitivity switch 
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Fully Charged Green LED will be on 
 
Blue LED Indicator: Indicates the sensitivity settings in Low, Medium or High. Low means the collar is 
harder to activate which is suitable for more active dogs or household with more than one dog. Medium is 
the default setting for most barking dogs. High means the collar is very easy to be activated. It is great to 
test the bark function of the collar manually. 
On/Off Button: Press and hold the button for 2 seconds to turn the collar on or off. 2 short beeps to 
indicate the collar is on and a long beep to indicate the collar off. Press the On/Off button once when the 
collar is on to switch the bark sensitivity settings. 
USB Charging Port: Recharge the collar with USB cable 
 
Fitting the Supreme Citronella Spray Bark N Train Collar 
Important: It is important to fit the collar on the dog properly to make it work.  
To assure a proper fit, please follow the steps: 
1. Make sure that the collar is turned off. Avoid turning the collar on/off while it is on your dog.  
2. Start with the dog standing not sitting. 
3. Place the Barkmate Spray bark collar high on your dog’s neck close to the ears.  
4. Position the unit underneath your dog’s neck with the spray nozzle facing upward.  
5. It is recommended to trim the fur a little bit for long haired dog so it won’t block the bark sensor. 
6. Fit the collar snuggly as a loose fit may cause false activation 
7. Check for a firm fit of the Bark Control Collar by inserting one or two fingers between the collar and the 

back of the dog’s neck. The fit should be snug but not constricting. 
8. Allow your dog to wear the collar for a few minutes, then check the fit again.  
 
Refill the Barkmate Spray Collar 
1. Remove the collar from your dog. 
2. Turn the unit off. 
3. Hold the Barkmate Spray Canister upright and firmly press the nozzle down into the Refill Port. Hold for 

15 seconds and remove.  
Note: If spray leaks out, you may need to press harder to complete the seal. 

4. Turn on the Barkmate spray collar. 
 
Recharging the Barkmate Spray Collar 
The LED light will flash red every second when the battery is low. Use the supplied USB cable to charge the 
Barkmate Spray Collar. It can be charged via USB port of a computer or any USB AC charger. It normally 
takes around 2 to 3 hours to charge the collar and the LED will turn Green when it is fully charged. 
 
How the Barkmate Supreme Citronella Spray Collar Bark Feature Works 
The Barkmate Supreme Collar has built in an Auto Bark function. If you want to use the collar as anti bark 
collar only please follow the steps: 
1. Turn the collar off. 
2. Turn the collar on but DO NOT press any buttons on the remote transmitter 
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3. Wait for 1 minute without pressing any buttons on the remote. The collar will turn into anti bark collar 
after 1 minute. If you press one of the buttons during the waiting period, the collar will stay in remote 
training collar mode. It won’t turn into anti bark mode. 
When the Barkmate Supreme collar in the anti bark collar mode, the bark sensor will detect the barking 
from the dog, then it emits a warning beep. If the dog doesn’t stop barking, the collar will emit a burst of 
citronella spray to distract the dog with the smell of the spray to deter barking.  
If you want to use the Barkmate Supreme Spray collar as a remote training collar again, please follow the 
steps: 
1. Turn the collar off 
2. Turn the collar on then press any Tone/Spray buttons on the remote transmitter immediately. 
3. The collar will become a remote training collar again. 
 
Add a Dog Collar 
The Barkmate Supreme Bark N Train collar is an expandable system which allows you to train up to 2 dogs 
with one remote. Please follow the steps to add extra collar to the remote transmitter. 
1. Fully charge the Dog 2 collar. 
2. Press and hold the On/Off button for 2 seconds until you hear 2 short beeps to indicate the collar is on. 
3. Within 10 seconds after the New Collar is turned on, hold down the Dog 2 button on the remote 
transmitter until you hear 5 continuous Beeps from the Dog 2 collar. This indicates the New collar has been 
paired with Dog 2 button. 
 
Packaging Includes 
1 x Barkmate Supreme remote transmitter 
1 x Barkmate Supreme receiver collar 
2 x AAA battery (already installed in transmitter) 
1 x USB charging cable 
1 x 60g Barkmate Citronella Spray 
1 x Landyard for remote handheld transmitter 
 
Trouble Shooting Guide 
The Spray Collar Sprays but the dog is still barking -  
Check to make sure the Spray Nozzle points towards the dog’s snout. Also make sure the dog’s fur does not 
block the spray.  
 
The Battery ran out of charge very quickly -  
You may find after the first few uses the battery runs down a little more rapidly because the dog is still 
learning that the bark triggers the spray. Be sure the collar is turned off when not in use. 
 
Spray leaks out when refilling -  
The Spray canister has to be held vertically straight when filling. The best way to do this is by putting the 
collar on a flat table when refilling the collar. Check to see if there is any spray residue built up in the spray 
nozzle & clear if necessary, with a fine tip bush. 


